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Ellis Park: Summer Meet 2017 
Fifth Day: Friday, July 7, 2017 
Post Time: 1:50 P.M. Eastern 
Ellis Park Meet Stats: 35-9-6-4—26%W, 54%ITM 
 
Note: Selections are made in order, first through fourth 
 
RACE ONE 
BLAMEITONTHEBADBOY hasn’t been seen at the races in about four 
months, but this bay filly put forth the best effort of her career to date off a 
layoff and will make her main track debut on the drop in this spot for 
trainer Eric Reed, whose outfit is hitting at a 23 percent clip year to date. 
She’s bred to and bottom to relish the surface change to dirt (by Blame out 
of a Sky Mesa mare), and she’s gets light with the seven-pound apprentice 
Rayan Gazader named for the riding assignment; choice. SPOOFY DOO is 
the weaker half of the uncoupled Eric Reed entry, but the gray takes a 
lateral class move from maiden $12,500 stock at Belterra Park into this 
open affair for a nickel. Her form has been suspect since she returned to 
the races off a two-month plus layoff in early May, but she was only beaten 
five lengths and change in her last race, went to her nose at the start in the 
penultimate effort, and she has a prior money finish on the main track to 
her credit. She has a license to improve in the third start of her current 
form cycle; contender. BRENDA’S GEM take a double-dip class drop in this 
heat, and this chestnut daughter of Gemologist lost all chance in her last 
start when she veered in from the nine-hole at nearly 84-1 and hit several 
other entrants. Her form has improved mildly for the new outfit, and she’ll 
be tighter making her second start off a two-month plus layoff this 
afternoon; threat. GOLDEN FIRE FLY is another on the drop looking for 
form reversal, and this chestnut filly was six-wide at the quarter-pole in 
her last start and broke inward and was bumped around at the break at 
Tampa Bay Downs back in early April. She gets an unfortunate wide post 
draw but did show some early lick in her only prior race beyond six and a 
half-furlongs. She’ll likely improve in her second start off the sidelines; tab 
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for a minor award. 
 
SELECTIONS: 5-3-6-7 
 
 
RACE TWO 
The second half of Friday’s early double features a compact, well-matched 
field of six going eight-furlongs on the main track in this optional $15K 
claiming/$10K starter allowance affair, and the edge goes to the 7-5 
morning line favorite RHYTHM PARK, a hard-knocking five-year-old that 
has won eight of his past 15 starts, loves Henderson, and has won his past 
two outings at Ellis Park at this eight-furlong trip by a combined total of 19 
đ lengths. Divine Park gelding beat a small, albeit tough, field of $12,500 
starter allowance types at Churchill Downs in his first start for trainer 
Steve Asmussen, and his tactical speed will help him overcome the wide 
post draw, which can be detrimental with the race starting on the 
clubhouse turn. His past two losses have come at the hands of next-out 
winners; holds all the aces. LIEUTENANT SEANY O has great form since 
returning from a brief layoff at Fair Grounds last November and switching 
to the main track, as he’s about a length shy of winning his past four starts, 
he hasn’t missed the trifecta in his past seven main track outings, and has 
finished in the money in 11 of his past 18 starts. He’s better with a shade 
more ground (zero-for-10 lifetime going eight-panels on dirt), but he will 
like stretching out to this two-turn setup. I like how he retained sharp form 
while ascending in class in his last start, and he was only beaten three-
parts of a length for all the money in his only previous local appearance He 
drops down from open $25K claiming company; major player. The nine-
year-old WOODMANS LUCK will make his first start off the claim for 
trainer Michelle Lovell, whose outfit wins at a high-percentage in this type 
of scenario. Chestnut son of Lucky Pulpit settled, fired, split rivals in the 
drive, and won going away in his last start against open $16K adversaries 
in Louisville back on June 10 and while he’s arguably better on turf and is 
better at a mile and sixteenth trip, he has run well in his past three main 
track appearances and was only a nose behind LIEUTENANT SEANY O 
three starts back hooking starter $10K foes at Churchill. Three of his past 
four losses have come at the hands of next-out winners; threat under B.J. 
Hernandez, Jr. FOR GOODNESS SAKE didn’t finish the race in his only 
2017 start, but that was against $60K minor stakes company at 
Gulfstream Park, and he’s in for a $15,000 price tag today for trainer Mike 
Tomlinson, whose outfit is coming off a solid meet at Churchill Downs. Bay 
son of Big Brown was competitive against much tougher company last fall 
under the Twin Spires, but he hasn’t visited the winner’s circle in over a 
year, has never hit the board at Ellis Park, and is zero-for-four lifetime at 
this mile trip on dirt. The recent five-panel “bullet” work in 1:00 2/5 is 
encouraging, but the harsh class drop off an awful effort is a bit suspect; 
would want more than his 9-2 morning line price. 
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SELECTIONS: 5-6-2-1 
 
 
RACE THREE 
CONQUEST GOINGGONE is a perfect two-for-two off the claim for trainer J. 
R. Caldwell, and this son of Gone Astray will be prominent early in a race 
without a lot of front-running types assembled—always a good angle. He’ll 
step up to tackle “three lifetime” foes, but this is a soft field, he broke his 
maiden versus maiden allowance company at Lone Star Park, and he 
cleared the “two lifetime” condition by open lengths in his first start off a 
near two-month layoff. He takes the natural progression up the class 
ladder and has been first-or-second in three-of-four lifetime starts on the 
weeds; choice. The chestnut gelding I’M READY TO ROLL takes a marked 
class drop from $40K down to $35K “non-winners of three lifetime” 
company into this $7,500 conditioned claiming heat for trainer Helen Pitts 
and catches a non-descript compact field. Son of More Than Ready was 
second in his career debut on grass in Henderson back in 2015, but has 
failed to hit the board from three starts this year and, more importantly, 
he’s a one-run closer in a field without a lot of early pace signed on. The 
class drop suits, but the race shape from a pace perspective doesn’t; likely 
for part, taking a stand against for top honors at short odds. MR. HAIRE 
seemed to have benefitted from the winter off, as the four-year-old gelding 
has run well in a pair of starts in 2017 at Mountaineer, and I like that he 
drops in claiming price while stepping up in class for the Marshall Godsey 
barn. He has a license to improve in the third start of his current form 
cycle, ran well on this class level last summer at Ellis and has been first-or-
second in 50 percent of his turf starts lifetime. He gets reunited with Jon 
Court and will appreciate the slight stretch out to this mile and a sixteenth 
trip; some things to like. SMACK DOWN returns to conditioned claiming 
company off a lackluster effort against $6,250 starter allowance foes at 
Belterra Park, but the six-year-old has an affinity for the local turf course 
and jockey Sergio Figueroa is off to a good start at the tilt; useful in the 
exotics at 10-1 on the morning line. 
 
SELECTIONS: 6-3-7-5 
 
 
RACE FOUR 
GRACE MARGARET hasn’t been seen at the races in nearly four months, 
went to the sidelines off horrible form, and hasn’t run well in two previous 
starts off the shelf. Clearly something went amiss after the November 2015 
start at Churchill, as she has failed to beat a horse in a pair of Polytrack 
starts at Turfway off a near 14-month layoff. On the positive side, she’ll 
return to her preferred surface—turf—in this spot while taking a significant 
class drop, and she broke her maiden for fun, overcoming an eventful start 
in the process, in her only previous start at Ellis Park. There are no world-
beaters in here; gets the nod. ATRUEVISION sports pretty rough current 
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form but is eligible to improve in her third start off the shelf, is at her best 
on grass, and will return to the turf for the first time in 10 starts in this 
heat for trainer Denis Roberson. She has never been worse than third on 
the weeds in Henderson and ran well locally last August hooking tougher 
stock; dirt-to-turf angle is appealing. HOT has shown some early lick on the 
turf in the past and gets an advantageous inside post draw in this affair. 
Bay daughter of Ready’s Image will return to the lawn for the first time 
since being claimed for $5K back in January, and she has been first-or-
second in two-of-three lifetime starts on grass at this mile and a sixteenth 
trip. She’s 6-1 on the morning line; synthetic-to-turf angle has some appeal. 
CARMEN’S PICTURE hasn’t embarrassed herself in her past two starts off 
a layoff and returns to the races off a near two-month freshening in this 
spot. She has been honest in four starts since moving into William 
Bennett’s barn, and she has finished behind next-out winners in her past 
four races. Bay mare has a bit of an early lick and catches a field devoid of 
front-running types; hangs on for a minor award with a top effort.  
 
SELECTIONS: 6-3-1-4 
 
 
RACE FIVE   
The homebred YONDERING looks like a solid play stretching out to a mile 
trip for the first time, as the bay son of Medaglia d’Oro is out of a Distorted 
Humor mare that was multiple grade one stakes placed at two and hails 
from the family of the two-time champion staying mare Bayakoa. He 
overcame an awkward start where he was bumped around to finish a good 
fourth on debut at Churchill Downs on June 4, and he was making up 
ground late at a six and a half-furlong trip to finish a length and quarter 
behind his stablemate Zipp On By, who came out of that heat to win his 
next start. The inside is the place to be breaking on the clubhouse turn, and 
he has all kinds up upside making just his second career start; rates top 
billing. TAPSOLUTE turns back in distance to try a flat mile trip for the 
first time in his career, and the gray gave a good account of himself in his 
first start off a near two-month layoff in his last outing at Churchill 20 days 
ago, where the son of Tapit rallied from off the pace to finish fourth of nine, 
beaten less than two lengths for all the money. He has hooked some honest 
maidens in this past (Blueridge Traveler, Hollywood Handsome, Arklow), 
and the Asmussen barn is firing at a 44 percent strike rate at the tilt; 
contender. TARPON BAY ROAD has been devoid of early foot his past two 
starts since returning to the races off a near 16-month layoff back in mid-
May but has demonstrated mild improvement in each start, as he was only 
four lengths and change of the well-regarded Dale Romans trainee Pocket 
Square in his last start in Louisville. He has a license for continued 
improvement in the third start of his current form cycle, but there isn’t a 
lot of early pace signed on in this spot to set up his late kick; rallies in the 
lane for a minor award. AMERICAN SPARROW showed some early lick in 
his last start when wearing blinkers for the first time and may find himself 
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on the lead in this affair, as he’s the “speed of the speed” on paper in a race 
with a dearth of front-running types. Bay son of Birdstone finished three 
lengths and change off a next-out winner in his last start, and he came out 
of the race to fire a “bullet” :47 2/5 half-mile breeze on June 22. He’ll make 
his first start off the claim for trainer Steve Margolis; some things to like. 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-7-3-8 
 
 
RACE SIX 
HARLAN’S HOWLING clearly didn’t care for the turf or two-turns in his 
last start at Indiana Grand, where he was never involved in the race, was 
pulled up without finishing, and walked off under his own power. He’ll 
return to the main track and turns back in distance in this spot for trainer 
Mike Maker, and this bay son of Harlan’s Holiday should get a great trip 
stalking a hot pace from his outside post draw as LEROI’S THRILL, FOREST 
MIST, HIGHROLLER DAVE and BARRISTER JIM all want to be on or near 
the early lead. He’s at his best on a synthetic surface but has finished in the 
money in five-of-eight starts lifetime around one-turn, will be tighter 
making his second start off a layoff, and he was second behind a next-out 
winner over a “fast” main track at Keeneland last spring. I’m inclined to 
draw a line through his last start sprinting on dirt, where he caught a deep 
starter allowance field and broke slow; turf-to-dirt, route-to-sprint angles 
very playable. HIGHROLLER DAVE hooked a razor-sharp Ship Disturber 
(he’s in the last race on today’s card in Henderson) in his last start, and 
that rival has won three consecutive races. Dark bay or brown gelding has 
a versatile running style which will suit him well in this heat and has 
finished in the money in six-of-seven starts this year for the Eric Foster 
barn, whose outfit had a good Ellis Park meet in 2016. 18-time winner has 
retained honest form while stepping up in class, and he gets away from the 
previously mentioned Ship Disturber and Special Jo in this spot. He gets in 
light with the five-pound apprentice Rogelio Miranda named for the riding 
assignment; contender. LEROI’S THRILL was the recipient of a wide trip in 
his last start at Churchill when stepping up in class, this bay colt was 
competitive in a pair of starts for a dime at Keeneland back in April for 
trainer John Hancock, and his form has been solid this year in Kentucky 
and Florida, as he has been first-or-second in four-of-seven starts in 2017. 
He’ll be an early pace presence in race peppered with front-running types, 
but if can run back to his Lexington form, he’ll be competitive in this spot 
and is 10-1 on the morning line; has the looks of an overlay. FOREST MIST 
invades from Texas for the J.R. Caldwell barn—an outfit that is off to a good 
start at the tilt—but he has lacked a winning bid in the stretch drive in his 
past two races while facing open claiming adversaries. He figures to be 
involved in an early pace scramble but is tractable enough to rate, as he 
did at Oaklawn Park back in February; more interested as the price 
increases. 
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SELECTIONS: 7-6-3-4 
 
 
RACE SEVEN 
REALITY QUEEN has improved with distance and will stretch out around 
two-turns for the first time in this affair for trainer Mike Maker, and I like 
how she stayed on in her last start at Churchill Downs at a five and a half-
furlong trip to finish second, beaten two and three-quarter lengths for all 
the money, despite pressing a hot pace, drifting out in the stretch, and 
getting bumped. Daughter of Pioneer ofthe Nile doesn’t have a strong turf 
pedigree, but she should be able to handle the going being a granddaughter 
of Empire Maker out of a Pulpit mare and she’s bred—top and bottom—to 
relish this eight-furlong trip. She will be in close attendance to the early 
pace in a heat without a lot of proven early speed assembled, and this 
course has given up some lightening fast times early in the meet; gets the 
nod. The first-time starter KELLY’S HUMOR will try two-turns and grass 
right out of the box, doesn’t have a strong grass pedigree, and it’s a difficult 
task or any horse to annex a route race on debut. That said, the Brad Cox 
stable won three races on the Fourth of July program in Henderson and 
sent out the first-time turf starter Fort Wise Treaty ($13.60) to win the 
fifth race on the card going a flat mile on the weeds. Midnight Lute filly has 
a gap-free public work tab since early May and rattled off a “bullet” :47 4/5 
half-mile move from the gate at Keeneland on June 20; contends right out 
of the box. CLASSY MUSIC is yet another entrant that will try the grass for 
the first time but doesn’t have strong turf bloodlines, but this $165,000 
daughter of Maclean’s Music out of a Quiet American mare was well-backed 
on debut at Keeneland, where she was very green, but finished third of 
seven on talent alone behind the eventual two-year-old stakes winner Buy 
Sell Hold. Dark bay or brown filly broke a step slow in Lexington, ran off 
from the three-eighths pole to the quarter-pole, and was lugging in 
repeatedly in the stretch drive despite left-handed stick work from jockey 
Robby Albarado. She figured to gain a world of seasoning in that affair, has 
plenty of upside making just her second career start, and the McPeek barn 
has been hitting on all cylinders with its juvenile stock in 2017. The turf 
and the distance are x-factors, but the :47 4/5 “bullet” half-mile move in 
Lexington should have her on her toes for start number two; contender. 
ESKIMO KISSES is the other half of a formidable, uncoupled Kenny 
McPeek entry, and this well-bred chestnut daughter of To Honor and Serve 
is out of Silver Colors, who is by Mr. Greeley out of Winning Colors, winner 
of the 1988 Kentucky Derby (G1). This filly has a three-year-old half-
brother by Tapit that brought $2.1 million at Keeneland in September of 
2015, and this filly has a sharp public work tab at Keeneland including a 
“bullet” :47 3/5 gate breeze on June 22, which was followed up by a “bullet” 
four-panel move from the pole in :47 4/5 six days ago. Her sire was a two-
time grade two stakes winner as a juvenile; demands your attention in the 
paddock and post parade—watch the tote board. 
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SELECTIONS: 7-8-3-9 
 
 
RACE EIGHT 
The nine-year-old veteran and 20-time winner FOREVER SURE is the horse 
for the course in this very competitive open $20K claiming heat on the 
grass—a great betting race—as the chestnut is a perfect three-for-three 
lifetime on the weeds in Henderson for trainer Kim Hammond, whose 
outfit is hitting at a 20 percent strike rate year to date. El Corredor gelding 
has a license to improve in the third start of his current form cycle and has 
been competitive in three of his past four races against comparable 
adversaries in Ohio and Indiana, respectively. 12 of his 15 lifetime wins on 
grass have been at this eight-furlong trip, and he’s 10-1 on the morning 
line with Calvin Borel in the boot; “live” longshot. PURELY BOY hasn’t been 
seen at the races in over a year, but this bay son of Dynaformer has been 
first-or-second in five of his past six starts off the shelf for trainer Mike 
maker, whose barn wins at a solid clip with horses returning to the races 
off an extended layoff. He’s another entrant with impressive lifetime turf 
numbers (won 10-of-16 grass starts lifetime), and he’s at his best going a 
flat mile trip on the weeds. It doesn’t hurt that he drops in class off his past 
five starts, and he sports a sharp, gap-free public work tab at Churchill’s 
Trackside training facility since late May; contender. 
APPROVETHISMESSAGE was one-paced in his last start at Indiana Grand 
23 days ago, but he ran like he needed the effort off a near three-month 
layoff and was spinning his wheels in the slop, a track condition he doesn’t 
care for. Six-year-old son of Magna Graduate will be tighter this go-around, 
drops in class, and was rock solid over the winter in New Orleans against 
tougher adversaries. He’s a consistent horse that has placed in 13-of-19 
turf starts lifetime and the class descent today is significant; threat on the 
drop. SHIP DISTURBER has been in fine fettle in 2017 having won five-of-
eight starts, his last three in consecutive fashion going seven-panels on the 
main track against lesser adversaries. He was unplaced in his only 
previous turf start, but he won his first start off the claim for Scooter 
Dickey by open lengths while stepping up in class to the $5K starter 
allowance ranks, and he’s a sharp horse that is 12-1 on the morning line 
that will get the services of Brian Hernandez, Jr. in the saddle; foolish to 
slight his chances. 
 
SELECTIONS: 8-5-4-2  


